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Macgamestore.com: Pre-Order For The Settlers 7 Now Available
Published on 03/19/10
Macgamestore.com has announced it it is now accepting pre-orders for UbiSoft's upcoming
strategy game, The Settlers 7: Paths to a Kingdom. Embark on an exciting quest to create,
build and manage your kingdom in the most innovative, customizable and re-playable version
ever. Combat enemies all across the land in a quest to conquer a formidable kingdom.
Defeat ruthless kings, forbidding lords and dark knights on your quest for victory.
Uncover undisclosed traitors along your path and more.
Hutto, Texas - Macgamestore.com has announced it it is now accepting pre-orders for
UbiSoft's upcoming strategy game, The Settlers 7: Paths to a Kingdom. Embark on an
exciting quest to create, build and manage your kingdom in the most innovative,
customizable and re-playable version ever!
As a bonus, Macgamestore.com is offering a FREE copy of CSI: Crime Scene Investigation:
Hard Evidence when you pre-order The Settlers 7: Paths to a Kingdom before the game ships
on March 23, 2010.
Choose your own path to victory in The Settlers 7: Paths to a Kingdom, the
long-anticipated sequel to the award-winning strategy game. Embark on an exciting quest to
create, build and manage your kingdom in the most innovative, customizable and re-playable
version ever!
Immerse Yourself in a Captivating Story ...
Unravel an intriguing and unexpected story as you play. Combat enemies all across the land
in a quest to conquer a formidable kingdom. Defeat ruthless kings, forbidding lords and
dark knights on your quest for victory. Uncover undisclosed traitors along your path and
turn enemies into allies to pave your path to victory.
Experience a Vast and Beautiful Kingdom
A beautiful, colorful world awaits you with a level of detail unseen before now! A
flourishing kingdom full of bustling Settlers will enthrall you from the very first
moment.
Build, Develop and Manage Your Emerging Domain
Enjoy a deep and rich building and production system as you create a kingdom of fortified
towns, small villages and productive settlers. Make critical decisions as you expand your
realm. Should you optimize production chains, build transport systems, construct new
buildings or increase worker efficiency? Every choice you make builds a critical path to
victory or defeat.
Build Your Own Castle - Bring even more customization to your game as you assemble your
castle from a wide range of styles, designs and architectural details. You and your
friends can share your creations online.
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Launched in 2005, Macgamestore.com, is the most popular Mac-only gaming store on the
Internet with over 1000 Mac games available for purchase. Macgamestore.com is also a
leader in digital download games and the number one web site for casual Macintosh games.
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